The term just about to end, has passed for the most of us very quickly and it is difficult to realize and appreciate the amount of work that has been accomplished on all sides in the past four months. Of the two terms of the year at Technology, the first is the less interesting and yet interest and progress have been far from lacking.

In making a brief retrospect of the term, considerable progress cannot fail to be noticed in athletics, society, undergraduate, and alumni work, and especially the latter. As for The Tech, its circulation has extended, thus showing that the Technology weekly is gaining in support and appreciation. In looking forward to the next term there is a great deal that will bring more interest, more zest to our work at the Institute. We are already anticipating Junior week, Technique, the Worcester games and the undergraduate theatricals, and moreover, the outlook speaks favorably for all.

The vacation that is so close at hand will come after the examinations with the fullest refreshment and relief. The work in Technology is arduous, every minute counts, and at the close of the term the work tightens its grasp. So for the present, until next term, the editors of The Tech gladly drop their editorial affairs, wishing all the best success at the examinations.

The resignation of President Crafts has called forth from all those interested in Technology, expressions of sincere regret. In the three years of his presidency the Institute has continued to enjoy the prosperity that marked General Walker's administration, and is to-day stronger than it ever was before.

While we feel that in one way the Institute has suffered a distinct loss, still President Crafts' determination to devote himself to scientific work is significant. It marks, we hope, the beginning here of that university spirit of which President Crafts has been...